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ETIQUETTE

The French Way

Spacial Awareness

If nothing else, remember to use common sense
and common manners 
Respect others' personal space, respect your
elders (let someone elderly take the seat)
No smoking, no urinating, & step out of the
cart/bus if you're feeling questionably nauseous
Be friendly to the people working, say "Bonjour"
to your driver when you're scanning your
ticket/card 
Wear a mask if you're sick and/or during busy
transport hours (8-9:30am, 4-7pm)
Don't lean your body against the center pole,
make sure others have access to it as well
Be mindful of people when they are trying to exit
and politely move out of their way

This culture is not casually talkative with strangers
If you're speaking a foreign language, you will
stand out and this might make you more
susceptible to pick-pocketing, so be conscious of
your volume to not attract too much attention
Not chatting, doesn't mean not friendly, common
courtesies are crucial!  
Wait for everyone to exit the vehicle before getting
in, hold the heavy exit door open for the person
behind you, and stand to the right side on the
escalators so people can pass you on the left
Metros: no need to run and jump in the cart at the
last second, this is a serious safety hazard and the
next train is often just a few minutes away, no
rushing necessary

Recognize the space you take and minimize it 
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METROS

J'adore

Je Deteste

Number & color-coded: 1 to 14 (+ 2 'bis' lines)
Various train types: some are automated and
the doors will open for you, but some you will
have to push a button or pull a lever
Listen for announcements, look at the
platform walls for the station names,  some
trains have light-up maps
Don't panic if you realize you're going the
wrong direction, get off at the next stop and
switch sides, you won't have to pay again
KEEP THE TICKET! Workers randomly
check them and if you don't have it, it's a
50€ fine

Frequency - the next train is rarely more than
5 minutes away and it's faster than buses
since they don't compete with traffic
Reliable - only a few 'breakdowns' or delays,
and they usually are very brief
More seats than th³hǞare
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PARIS TRANSPORT
TRAINS

 ʩīŏƨǎŖ

 ŖʯBŖǢŖǖǢŖ
GO FURTHER! 
Paris is great, but don't stop there! France is home
to the second-largest European railway network,
so you might as well take advantage of it. Trains
are a relaxing and convenient way to travel, and
they're eco-friendly so you can travel the world
while helping to preserve it!
Bonus, with the Imagine R card, you can use the
TER - check out the information in the right panel
on this! 

÷ŸŘ ±ĬȂŽűƩ qƜĬűŽƞŘ â ǌĬǗǗ ȃƩǏƐǗ ŰƩǏ ǣŸŘ
qƓŘ őŘ dǏĬƞŊŘ ǏŘűŽƩƞ  ɱǫǗŽƞű ÷Lâ ǣǏĬŽƞǗ ɷ
Transport Express Régionalɲɟ ǣŸŽǗ ŽǗ ŸƩȃ
ȉƩǫ ŊĬƞ ȂŽǗŽǣ ǗƜĬƓƓ ǣƩȃƞǗ Ĭƞő ȂŽƓƓĬűŘǗ
ƩǫǣǗŽőŘ ƩŰ ßĬǏŽǗ ȃŽǣŸƩǫǣ ŉƩƩƐŽƞű Ĭ ǣǏĬŽƞ
ǣŽŊƐŘǣ
±Ʃ ǏŘǗŘǏȂĬǣŽƩƞ ƩǏ ĬǗǗŽűƞŘő ǗŘĬǣǗ
dƓŘȈŽŉŽƓŽǣȉɟ ǣŸŘ ǣŽŊƐŘǣǗ ĬǏŘ ƞƩǣ ǣŽƜŘɷŉƩǫƞő
Learn more here:
https://www.sncf.com/en/passenger-
offer/travel-by-train/ter

÷ǏĬŽƞǗ ĬǏŘ Ĭ ǏŘĬƓƓȉ ŊƩƜŰƩǏǣĬŉƓŘ ȃĬȉ ǣƩ
ǣǏĬȂŘƓ ƓƩƞű őŽǗǣĬƞŊŘǗɟ ƜǫŊŸ ƜƩǏŘ
ŊƩƜŰƩǏǣĬŉƓŘ ǣŸĬƞ ŉǫǗŘǗ ƩǏ ǌƓĬƞŘǗ ǗŽƞŊŘ ȉƩǫ
ŊĬƞ űŘǣ ǫǌ Ĭƞő ȃĬƓƐ ĬǏƩǫƞő
÷ǏĬŽƞǗ ƩŰǣŘƞ ŸĬȂŘ ǗƞĬŊƐ ŊĬǏǗ ʿ ŉĬǣŸǏƩƩƜǗ
ĜƩǫ űŘǣ ǣƩ ǗŘŘ ǣŸŘ ŊƩǫƞǣǏȉǗŽőŘɡ 
ĜƩǫ ŊĬƞ ǣǏĬȂŘƓ ȃŽǣŸ ƓǫűűĬűŘ ɱƍǫǗǣ ŉŘ Ʃƞ ǣŽƜŘ
Ĭƞő ǣǏȉ ǣƩ ŉƩĬǏő ǣŸŘ ǣǏĬŽƞ ŘĬǏƓȉ ǗƩ ȉƩǫ űŘǣ Ĭ
űƩƩő ǗǌƩǣ ŰƩǏ ȉƩǫǏ ŉĬűǗɲ
¯ǫŊŸ ƓŘǗǗ ŸĬǗǗƓŘ ǣŸĬƞ ǌƓĬƞŘǗ ɷ ƞƩ ƞŘŘő ǣƩ
ȃƩǏǏȉ ĬŉƩǫǣ ĬǏǏŽȂŽƞű ŸƩǫǏǗ ŘĬǏƓȉɟ ƩǏ ǣŸŘ
ĬƜƩǫƞǣ ƩŰ ƓŽǎǫŽőǗ ȉƩǫɨǏŘ ǣǏĬȂŘƓŽƞű ȃŽǣŸɟ ƞƩ
ŊŸŘŊƐɷŽƞ ǌǏƩŊŘǗǗɟ ȉƩǫ ƍǫǗǣ ǗŊĬƞ ȉƩǫǏ ǣŽŊƐŘǣ
Ĭƞő ȃĬƓƐ Ʃƞ ǣŸŘ ǣǏĬŽƞɟ ŘĬǗȉɡ
¯ƩǗǣ ǣǏĬŽƞ ǗǣĬǣŽƩƞǗ ĬǏŘ ǏŽűŸǣ Žƞ ǣŸŘ ŊŘƞǣŘǏ ƩŰ
ǣŸŘ ŊŽǣȉɟ ȃŸŽŊŸ ŽǗ ǏŘĬƓƓȉ ŊƩƞȂŘƞŽŘƞǣ ǫǌƩƞ
ĬǏǏŽȂĬƓ ƩŰ ȉƩǫǏ őŘǗǣŽƞĬǣŽƩƞ 
qǣɨǗ ŉŘǣǣŘǏ ŰƩǏ ǣŸŘ ǌƓĬƞŘǣɡ ɱâĬŽƓ ǣǏŽǌǗ ŘƜŽǣ ȫȩʺ
ƓŘǗǗ űǏŘŘƞŸƩǫǗŘ űĬǗŘǗ ǣŸĬƞ ŊĬǏǗɲ

ê ŘŊŘƓƩὯ

ǏƩǏǣ

ɱƾ Ř ŉőȃƩǏǏƾ Ĭƞő Ȃǣɨƾ ŊŘƞǣŽqǣɨɟʦ ŘǗ  ʦŘ

Ř ŘƓ ŉƩǏŽǗ ŘƓƩὯ ĬŉƩŊ  ǫǌ Ĭƞő ȃĬƓƐ ĬǏƩǫƞőŘƓ ƩǏǏ ŸŽ  Ʃqǣɨ
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PARIS TRANSPORT
TRAINS
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WHERE  CAN  TRAINS
TAKE  YOU?
Pa





AIRPORT GUIDE
CHARLES DE GAULLE

HOW-TO GUIDE

OH THE OPTIONS 
CDG is Paris' largest airport. The upside of this
is there are many options to get between CDG
and the Paris city center. 
Consider your options based on your amount of
luggage, the time of day (traffic hours), cost,
and length of time in transport. 
Click here to see a map of the public transport
options
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ADVICE: ŽŰ ȉƩǫ ĬǏŘ ĬǏǏŽȂŽƞű Žƞ ßĬǏŽǗ ȃŽǣŸ Ĭ ƓƩǣ ƩŰ
ƓǫűűĬűŘɟ Ĭƞő ȉƩǫ ŸĬȂŘ ƞŘȂŘǏ ǫǗŘő ǣŸŘ ǣǏĬŽƞǗ ƩǏ
ŉǫǗŘǗ ŸŘǏŘɟ Žǣ ŽǗ ƜƩǗǣ ĬőȂŽǗĬŉƓŘ ǣƩ ǫǗŘ ǣŸŘ ǣĬȈŽɷ
ǗŘǏȂŽŊŘɟ ȃŸŽŊŸ ŸĬǗ Ĭ ŰŽȈŘő ǏĬǣŘ ŰǏƩƜ ǣŸŘ ĬŽǏǌƩǏǣ ǣƩ
ǣŸŘ ŊŽǣȉ (make sure your car accepts credit cards
if you don't have cash).  

qƞ ǣŸŘ ǣŘǏƜŽƞĬƓɞ ŰƩƓƓƩȃ ǣŸŘ ÷!ěq ǗŽűƞǗ ǣƩ ǣŸŘ
ƩŰŰŽŊŽĬƓ ǣĬȈŽ ƓŽƞŘɷǫǌɟ Žǣ ŽǗ ƜĬƞƞŘő ŉȉ Ĭ ǗǣĬŰŰ
ƜŘƜŉŘǏ ȃŸƩ ȃŽƓƓ őŽǏŘŊǣ ȉƩǫ ǣƩ ȉƩǫǏ ǣĬȈŽ ȃŸŘƞ Žǣ ŽǗ
ȉƩǫǏ ǣǫǏƞ 
¥ŘĬǏƞ ƜƩǏŘ ŸŘǏŘ 
 

âqDLêl!âL =¼¯ß!±qLê D¼ ±¼÷ ßq=£ þß
dâ¼¯ =Deɟ ŉǫǣ ǣŸŘȉ ȃŽƓƓ őǏƩǌ ȉƩǫ ƩŰŰɡ 

÷ŸŘ ǣǏŽǌ ŽǗ ŰǏŘŘ ȃŽǣŸ ƜƩǗǣ ǗǫŉǗŊǏŽǌǣŽƩƞ ±ĬȂŽűƩ
ŊĬǏőǗɟ ƩǏ ƍǫǗǣ ĬǏƩǫƞő ȥȤLþâ ɷ ƜĬƐŽƞű Žǣ ǎǫŽǣŘ
ĬŰŰƩǏőĬŉƓŘ ɱȉƩǫ ŊĬƞ ŉǫȉ ǣŽŊƐŘǣǗ ƩƞɷǗŽǣŘɲ
DO NOT lose your train ticket, you will need it
to exit the station Ĭƞő ȃŽƓƓ ŉŘ ŰŽƞŘő ŽŰ ȉƩǫ őƩ
ƞƩǣ ŸĬȂŘ Žǣ 
=ŸŘŊƐ Ĭ őŽǏŘŊǣŽƩƞĬƓ Ĭǌǌ ƩǏ ǣŸŘ â!÷ß ȃŘŉǗŽǣŘ
ŰƩǏ ǣŸŘ ǗŊŸŘőǫƓŘ Ĭƞő őŽǏŘŊǣŽƩƞǗ
÷ŸŘȉ ĬǏŘ ƞƩǣ ŽőŘĬƓ ȃŽǣŸ Ĭ ƓƩǣ ƩŰ ƓǫűűĬűŘ
RER Line B connects all the way to the
OrlyVal, so if you need to transfer to the other
airport, this is a convenient way to do so

RER Line B connects CDG with the northern and
entῄoi  inῄnE
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BEAUVAIS

IS  IT  TOO  FAR?  NOPE. 
BVA is the m


